Wisdom In poetry as in painting, nothing is so new, so sur-and'accent prising, so original, as beauty itself. We neither want nor expect a new kind of blossom on pear, plum or apple tree. Each year the loveliness of the spring takes us by surprise, overwhelms us; the dark blue menace of the storm, against which trees and buildings show livid, brings a vague dread to the heart; and the delight when we awake to see the sheeted earth under snow, the ravishraent of the painted autumn; these things are ever new! So what is ever new in art is a shining interpretation of what the eye sees, of that which the mind conceives, Given these, and it is of no moment when a work is done, this year or a century or more ago. If this year, there is the added pleasure of sharing the intuitions which gave it form.
Wisdom is wisdom and stupidity stupidity, whether it be said with a Cockney, a Mayfair, or an Oxford accent; so form is distinguished or trivial, whatever the fashion of the moment. I should be willing to forget comparison between the nineteenth-century artists and those of the present if, together with the accent, I could get an art as rich and complete as that of Millet and Daumier. I was recently speaking of Degas with Walter Baycs, an unusually intelligent artist whose critical insight I respect; Bayes compared Degas unfavourably with Sickert, holding Degas to be the cleverer, but Sickert the truer painter. This view astonished me; it was one I could not share. But I give this as an instance of the regard in which Sickert is held and of my own alienation from contemporary opinion,
So much contemporary painting and poetry needs explanation. But then, I reflect, Mallarme, Rimbaud, Jules La-forgue were not easy reading, and there were the symbolists, like Odilon Redon, who needed their interpreters too. With what contempt I viewed my elders in earlier days, when they challenged my, to them, equally incomprehensible idols 1
Looking through a copy q{ Signature I came on a number of illustrations by Picasso, Bonnard, Dufy and Chagal for editions of French classics published by the genial and adven-278

